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RDM and ﬂickering lamps | By Wayne Howell

“‘RDM makes my lamps ﬂicker’. Actually, that is total rubbish!”
Last month, I looked at DMX512 in some detail and
mentioned that there are a number of ‘gotchas’ that
come with Remote Device Management (RDM). RDM
is an extension to DMX512 that allows bidirectional data flow
and essentially permits us to do things such as read and then
change a lamp’s start address, or read back sensors such as
temperature or current consumption.
Let’s start by debunking a myth that I hear regularly: “RDM
makes my lamps flicker”. Actually, that is total rubbish! If your
lamp flickers in the presence of RDM, it is almost certainly
because the lamp has been badly designed and/or its software
was badly written. So, why does this issue happen?
A DMX512 packet contains up to 513 bytes called slots. The
first slot is the Start Code and this defines the meaning of the
remaining 512 slots (these are controlled by the 512 channels of
the lighting controller). Consider it analogous to the points on
a railway, shunting the packets onto different tracks.
The Start Code can take any value between 0 and 255. So,
there are 256 different tracks to which the data can be routed.
Figure 1 shows how this should work inside a lamp’s
software.
The most used Start Code is zero, which means the
remainder of the packet contains lighting intensity data. This
value is so important that there’s a term for all other Start
Codes: ASC (Alternate Start Codes), which means any Start
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the DMX line into reverse direction so that the lamp can send
an RDM packet back to the controller. This packet, called the
response packet, will also use the RDM Start Code.
What happens if the lamp doesn’t understand the RDM
Start Code? Simple: it should ignore the entire packet. Sadly,
there are numerous products on the market that contain
software written by programmers who had decided to ignore
the Start Code. Returning to the railway analogy, we have a train
wreck, as all data, irrelevant of Start Code, is shunted onto the
mainline. The result (shown in Figure 2) is flickering lamps . . .
COMPATIBILITY
So, if you face a flickering problem, how do you confirm it’s an
RDM compatibility issue? Many DMX512 controllers, splitters,
gateways and testers have a method to switch off or filter out
RDM. If you try this and the flickering stops, you can be pretty
confident that the problem is RDM compatibility. But doing so
doesn’t provide a fix, it has simply identified it. Although, if you
can live with RDM being disabled during the show, it is certainly
a viable work-around.
Analysing the type of flicker can also give you some pointers.
The table opposite compares the data contained in DMX512
packets with a zero Start Code and an RDM Start Code.
How do we use this information in the real world? Some slots
in an RDM packet are the same in all packets. For example: set

Figure 1

Figure 2

your lamp’s start address to 1 and set your controller to output
Code in the range 1 to 255. You can find a full listing of the Start
all channels at full. If an RDM compatibility problem exists, you
Codes on the ESTA website. For example, the value 23 means
will see flickering. Channel 1 will flick to ‘off’ as this is identical
the packet contains text, which can be used for reporting
in all RDM packets. Channel 15
diagnostic data such as a product’s
will flick to gradually incrementing
software version.
values as in RDM this is a number
RDM uses Start Code 204 - it tells
that increments for every RDM
the lamp that the packet contains
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packet sent. You will also notice that
an RDM command. Usually, the
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channels above 40 flicker much less
lamp will need to reply, which
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frequently, possibly not at all. This is
happens by electronically switching
ESTA technical standards programme.
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Slot /
ZERO Start Code
Ch. No. Description

RDM Start Code
Description

Example
Values

1

Ch. 1 level

Sub-Start Code

1

2

Ch. 2 level

Message Length

24-255

3

Ch. 3 level

Destination UID

Variable

4

Ch. 4 level

Destination UID

Variable

5

Ch. 5 level

Destination UID

Variable

6

Ch. 6 level

Destination UID

Variable

7

Ch. 7 level

Destination UID

Variable

8

Ch. 8 level

Destination UID

Variable

9

Ch. 9 level

Source UID

Variable

10

Ch. 10 level

Source UID

Variable

11

Ch. 11 level

Source UID

Variable

12

Ch. 12 level

Source UID

Variable

13

Ch. 13 level

Source UID

Variable

14

Ch. 14 level

Source UID

Variable

15

Ch. 15 level

Transaction Number

Increments

16

Ch. 16 level

Port ID / Response Type

Variable

17

Ch. 17 level

Message Count

Variable

18

Ch. 18 level

Sub-Device

Mostly zero

19

Ch. 19 level

Sub-Device

Variable

20

Ch. 20 level

Command Class

Variable

21

Ch. 21 level

Parameter ID (PID)

Variable

22

Ch. 22 level

Parameter ID (PID)

Variable

23

Ch. 23 level

Parameter Data
Length (PDL)

Variable

24

Ch. 24 level

Checksum high byte

Variable

25

Ch. 25 level

Checksum low byte

Variable

because the majority of RDM packets are smaller than 40 slots
in length.
You might wonder why flickering is perceived as an RDM
problem. Flickering associated with a product not checking
Start Codes will happen with all Start Codes. It is simply
because RDM is the most prevalent ASC that this is perceived
as an RDM problem.
Parts of this article are drawn from my book Control Freak.
I’ve glossed over some important details for brevity, but the book
covers these. Another great opportunity to learn more about
RDM is to attend PLASA’s Plugfest, taking place in Lille, France
on 25-27 February. I
P www.plasa.org/plugfest
P //artisticlicence.com/product/control-freak
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